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Abstract. Given a Πµ
2
formula of the modal µ calculus, it is decidable
whether it is equivalent to a Σµ
2
formula.
1 Introduction
The modal µ calculus, Lµ, is a well-established verification logic describing prop-
erties of labelled transition systems. It consists of a simple modal logic, aug-
mented with the least fixpoint µ and its dual, the greatest fixpoint ν. Alterna-
tions between µ and ν are key for measuring complexity: the fewer alternations,
the easier a formula is to model check. We call this the formula’s index. For
any fixed index, the model-checking problem is in P . However, no fixed index is
sufficient to capture all properties expressible in Lµ [1,2,3], and it is notoriously
difficult to decide whether a formula can be simplified. So far only properties
expressible without fixpoints [4], or with only one type of fixpoint [5] are known
to be decidable.
In automata theory, the corresponding index problem is to decide the simplest
acceptance condition sufficient to express a property with a specified type of
automata. This is often referred to as the Mostowski-Rabin index of a language.
Given a deterministic automaton on labelled binary trees, the minimal in-
dex of equivalent deterministic [6], non-deterministic [7,8], and alternating [9]
automata are all known to be decidable. In [10] these results were extended to
show that the non-deterministic and alternating index problems are also de-
cidable for languages of labelled binary trees recognised by game-automata, a
slightly more general model than deterministic automata.
For the case of non-deterministic automata, the index problem reduces to the
uniform universality of distance parity automata [11]. In [12] it was shown that
given a Büchi definable language L, it is decidable whether it can be described
by an alternating co-Büchi automaton. Skrzypczak and Walukiewicz [13] give an
alternative proof of the same result and add a topological characterisation of the
recognised languages. A Büchi definable language which is co-Büchi is said to
be weakly definable: it is definable in weak monadic second order logic [14], and
equivalently, by an alternating automaton which is simultaneously both Büchi
and co-Büchi. In Lµ terms, this result corresponds to deciding whether a formula
in the class Πµ2 is equivalent on binary trees to a formula in the class Σ
µ
2 .
This paper provides a novel proof of the same result extended to arbitrary
structures: given a Πµ2 formula, it is decidable whether it is equivalent to a Σ
µ
2
formula. The proof defines an n-parametrised game such that the decidability of
Σ
µ
2 reduces to deciding whether for some n this is the model-checking game for
a formula. From this game, we derive a family Ψn of Σµ2 formulas, such that an
input formula Ψ is equivalent to a Σµ2 formula if and only if it is equivalent to
some formula in this family. To decide the parameter n for Πµ2 input formulas,
we simply argue that the game construction in [13], designed for binary trees,
extends to the case of labelled transition systems.
We consider the most interesting contributions of this paper to be the reduc-
tion of the decidability of Σµ2 to finding the parameter n such that Ψ is equivalent
to Ψn. With this result, finding a way to generalise the game construction from
[13] to arbitrary inputs would suffice to decide Σµ2 .
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Lµ
Let us fix, once and for all a finite set of actions Act = {a, b, ...}, a countably
infinite set of propositional variables Prop = {P,Q, ...}, and fixpoint variables
Var = {X,Y, ...}. A literal is either P or ¬P for P ∈ Prop.
Definition 1. (Labelled transition tree) A labelled transition tree is a structure
T = (V, vr, E, L, P ) where V is a set of states, vr is the root, the only node with-
out predecessor, E ⊂ V × V is an edge relation, L : E → Act labels edges with
actions and P : V → 2Prop labels vertices with propositional variables. Further-
more, for each v ∈ V the set of ancestors {w ∈ V | ∃w1, . . . , wk. wEw1E . . . wkEv}
is finite and well-ordered with respect to the transitive closure of E; the set of
successors {w ∈ V | vEw} is also finite.
We can represent repetition in an infinite tree with back edges. Note that we
allow more than one successor per label.
Definition 2. (Modal µ) The syntax of Lµ is given by:
φ := P | X | ¬P | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | 〈a〉φ | [a]φ | µX.φ | νX.φ | ⊥ | ⊤
The order of operator precedence is [a], 〈a〉,∧,∨, µ and ν.
The operators 〈a〉 and [a] are called modalities, and formulas 〈a〉φ and [a]φ
are called modal formulas. If ψ = µX.φ or ψ = νX.φ, we call the formula φ
the binding formula of X within ψ and denote it by φX . We say that φ
′ is an
immediate subformula of φ if either φ is built from φ′ in one step using the syntax
rules above, or, in a slight abuse of notation, if φ = X and φ′ its binding formula.
Hence φ is an immediate subformula of the formulas φ∨ψ, 〈a〉φ, µX.φ and also
of X in νX.φ. A formula is guarded if every fixpoint variable is in the scope of
a modality within its binding. Without loss of expressivity [15,16], we restrict
ourselves to Lµ in guarded positive form. We will also assume throughout the
paper that all fixpoint variables within a formula have distinct names.
The semantics of Lµ are standard, see for example [17]. We now define the
priority assignment and index of a formula, following Niwiński’s notion of alter-
nation in [18].
Definition 3. (Priority assignment, index and alternation classes) A priority
assignment Ω is a function assigning an integer value to each fixpoint variable
in a formula such that: (a) µ-bound variables receive odd priorities and ν-bound
variables receive even priorities, and (b) if X is free in φY , the binding formula
of Y , then Ω(X) ≥ Ω(Y ). A formula has index {q, ..., i} where i ∈ {0, 1} if it
has a priority assignment with co-domain {q, ..., i}.
Formulas without fixpoints form the modal fragment of Lµ. Formulas with one
type of fixpoint have index {0} or {1}, corresponding to the alternation classes
Π
µ
1 and Σ
µ
1 , respectively. Then the class Π
µ
i and Σ
µ
i for even i correspond to
formulas with indices {i, ..., 1} and {i − 1, ..., 0}, respectively, while for odd i
they correspond formulas with indices {i− 1, ..., 0} and {i, ..., 1}, respectively. A
formula has semantic alternation class C if it is equivalent to a formula in C.
Example 1. The formula µX.νY.Y ∧µZ.(X ∨Z) accepts the priority assign-
ment Ω(X) = 1, Ω(Y ) = 0 and Ω(Z) = 1, so it has index {1, 0} and is in the
class Σµ2 . However, it is equivalent to µX.X which holds in structures without
infinite paths, and is therefore semantically in Σµ1 .
In this paper we present a new proof that Σµ2 is decidable for formulas in
Π
µ
2 : given an arbitrary Lµ formula Ψ with index {2, 1}, it is decidable whether
Ψ is equivalent to a formula with index {1, 0}.
2.2 Parity Games
The semantics of Lµ formulas (like that of alternating parity automata) can be
described in terms of winning regions of parity games.
Definition 4. A parity game G = (V, vi, E,Ω) consists of a set of vertices V
partitioned into those belonging to Even, Ve, and those belonging to Odd, Vo, an
initial position vi ∈ V , and a set of edges E ∈ V × V . A priority assignment Ω
assigns a priority to every vertex.
At each turn, the player who owns the current position v chooses a successor
position from the successors of v via E. A play is a potentially infinite sequence
of positions starting at the initial position vi. A finite play is winning for Even
if the final position has even priority, and for Odd otherwise. An infinite play is
winning for the player of the parity of the highest priority seen infinitely often.
Parity games are known to be determined and we can restrict ourselves to
positional winning strategies [19],[20]. It is a standard result that given a struc-
ture M and a formula Ψ , there is a model-checking parity game M× Ψ such
that Even wins if and only if M satisfies Ψ [21].
Definition 5. (The model-checking gameM×Ψ) The parity game M×Ψ has
for states s×φ where s is a state of M and φ is a subformula of Ψ . There is an
edge from s×ψ to s×φ if φ is an immediate subformula of a non-modal formula
ψ; there is an edge from s×〈a〉φ and s× [a]φ to s′×φ for s′ an a-successor of s.
Positions s× φ where φ is a disjunction or starting with an existential modality
〈a〉 belong to Even while those where φ is a conjunction or universal modality
[a] belong to Odd. Positions with a single successor are given to Even, although
the game is deterministic at those. The priority assignment is inherited from
the priority assignment ΩΨ on Ψ : a fixpoint variable X receives priority ΩΨ (X)
while other nodes receive the minimal priority in the co-domain of ΩΨ .
2.3 Disjunctive Form
Disjunctive Lµ is a fragment restricting conjunctions in a way reminiscent of
non-deterministic automata [22]. Its use is key to several of our proofs.
Definition 6. (Disjunctive formulas) The set of disjunctive form formulas of
Lµ is the smallest set F satisfying:
– ⊤,⊥, fixpoint variables and finite sets (conjunctions) of literals are in F ;
– If ψ ∈ F and φ ∈ F , then ψ ∨ φ ∈ F ;
– If for each a in Act the set Ba ⊆ F is a finite set of formulas, and if A is
a finite set of literals, then A ∧
∧
a∈Act
a
−→Ba ∈ F where
a
−→Ba is short for
(
∧
ψ∈Ba
〈a〉ψ) ∧ [a]
∨
ψ∈Ba
ψ – that is to say, every formula in Ba holds at
least one successor and at every successor at least one of the formulas in Ba
holds;
– µX.ψ and νX.ψ are in F as long as ψ ∈ F .
Every formula is known to be equivalent to an effectively computable formula in
disjunctive form [22]. The transformation preserves guardedness.
Given an Lµ formula with unrestricted conjunctions, the model-checking par-
ity game requires Even to have a strategy to verify both conjuncts. A strategy
for Even will agree with the plays corresponding to each of Odd’s choices, leading
potentially to several plays on some branches. In contrast, disjunctive form re-
stricts conjunctions, and the only branching in Even’s strategies is at a position
where the formula is of the form A ∧
∧
a∈Act
a
−→Ba ∈ F , called an Odd-choice
formula.
Disjunctive form guarantees that Even can use strategies which only agree
with one play per branch. For further details, see [23].
Lemma 1. [23] Given a disjunctive formula Ψ , for any structure M and strat-
egy σ in M× Ψ , there is a structure M′ bisimilar to M such that a strategy σ′
in M′ × Ψ induced from σ only agrees with one play per branch. We then say
that M′ and σ′ are well-behaved.
Lemma 2. Given a Πµ2 formula, the transformation into disjunctive form as
presented in [22] yields a disjunctive Πµ2 formula.
The proof, in Appendix B, uses the concepts of tableau, tableau equivalence,
and traces from [22]. The crux of the argument is that the tableau of a disjunctive
formula not in Πµ2 must have an even cycle nested in an odd cycle which in turn
implies the existence of a trace on which a µ-fixpoint dominates a ν fixpoint in
any equivalent tableau.
Note that the dual is not true: a Σµ2 formula may yield a formula of arbitrarily
large alternation depth when turned into disjunctive form [24]. This is in line
with alternating Büchi automata being equivalent to non-deterministic Büchi
automata while the same is not necessarily true for co-Büchi automata.
2.4 Automata and Lµ
The relationship between Lµ and automata theory is based on the fact that
the automata model that Lµ formulas correspond to is, when restricted to bi-
nary trees4, equivalent to alternating automata with a parity condition [25]. The
model-checking problems in these two settings are equivalent: Model-checking a
formula ψ on a structureM reduces to checking an automaton A(ψ) on a binary
tree encoding of M. Model checking disjunctive Lµ similarly reduces to model
checking non-deterministic automata, albeit one of potentially higher index. For
the index problem, the comparison is not as simple and to the best of our knowl-
edge there is no known reduction from the (disjunctive) Lµ index problem to
the (non-deterministic) automata index problem. Part of the difficulty is that
only considering binary trees affects the semantic complexity of formulas: for
example, the formula 〈a〉ψ ∧ 〈a〉ψ¯ (where ψ¯ is the negation of ψ) is semantically
trivial when interpreted on trees with only one a-successor while in the general
case its index depends on ψ. Furthermore, non-deterministic parity automata
are weaker than disjunctive Lµ in the sense that some properties of binary trees
can be expressed with a lower index using disjunctive form.
3 Deciding Σµ
2
Reduces to a Bounding Problem
The first part of the proof of our main result defines a parametrised n-challenge
game on a parity game arena. For each finite n, the n-challenge game is described
by a Σµ2 formula Ψ
n which holds in M if and only if Even wins the n-challenge
game on M× Ψ . We then show that a disjunctive formula Ψ is equivalent to a
(not necessarily disjunctive) formula in Σµ2 if and only if there is some n such
that Ψ is equivalent to Ψn. As any formula can be turned into disjunctive form,
this reduces the decidability of Σµ2 to bounding the parameter n. For the main
result of this paper, we will only use this construction for Πµ2 input formulas
to determine equivalence to a Σµ2 formula. However, using this more general
construction, a generalisation of the second part of our proof beyond Πµ2 would
suffice to decide Σµ2 entirely.
4 assuming |Act | = 2; otherwise trees with one successor per label.
When restricted to automata on binary trees and two priorities, this con-
struction is equivalent to those found for example in [12] and [13].
We fix a disjunctive formula Ψ with index {q, ..., 0}. Let I = {q, ..., 0} if the
maximal priority q is even and {q + 1, q, ..., 0} otherwise. Write Ie for the even
priorities in I. The n-challenge game consists of a normal parity game augmented
with a set of challenges, one for each even priority i. A challenge can either be
open or met and has a counter ci attached to it. Each counter is initialised to n,
and decremented when the corresponding challenge is opened. The Odd player
can at any point open challenges of which the counter is non-zero, but he must
do so in decreasing order: an i-challenge can only be opened if every j-challenge
for j > i is opened. When a play encounters a priority greater or equal to j while
the j-challenge is open, the challenge is said to be met. All i-challenges for i < j
are reset. This means that the counters ci are set back to n.
A play of this game is a play in a parity game, augmented with the challenge
and counter configuration at each step. A play with dominant priority d is win-
ning for Even if either d is even or if every opened d+ 1 challenge is eventually
met or reset.
Example 2. The formula νY.µX.(A∧♦X)∨ (B ∧♦Y ) is true if on some path B
always eventually holds. This formula does not hold in this structure:
Astart B A B A
However, Even wins the 1- and 2-challenge games: her strategy is to loop
in the current state until Odd opens a 2-challenge, then meet the challenge by
moving to the next state, as seeing a B corresponds to seeing 2. Odd will run out
of challenges before reaching the last state. Although Odd wins the 3-challenge
game in this structure, for any n it is easy to construct a similar structure in
which he loses the n-challenge game but wins the parity game. This section
argues that this is sufficient to show that νY.µX.(A ∧ ♦X) ∨ (B ∧ ♦Y ) is not
equivalent to any Σµ2 formula.
In contrast, in the formula νY.µX.(A ∧ X) ∨ (B ∧ ♦Y ), Odd wins the 1-
challenge game whenever he wins the parity game: he can open the challenge
when his strategy in the parity game reaches the point at which he can avoid
B. This formula is therefore equivalent to a Σµ2 formula, namely the alternation
free formulas νY.((A ∧Y ) ∨ (B ∧ ♦Y )) ∧ µX.(A ∧X) ∨B).
Definition 7. A configuration (v, p, c¯, r) of the n-challenge game on a parity
game G of index {q, ..., 0} where q is even consists of:
– a position v in the parity game;
– an even priority p indicating the least significant priority on which a chal-
lenge is open or p = q + 2 if all challenges are currently met;
– c¯ = (c0, c2, . . . , cq) a collection of counter values ci for each even priority i.
– r ∈ {0, 1} indicating the round of the game: 1 for Odd’s turn to open chal-
lenges, 0 for a turn in the parity game.
At a configuration (v, p, c¯, 1), corresponding to Odd’s turn, he can open chal-
lenges up to any p′ ≤ p, as long as c[i] > 0 for each i such that p′ ≤ i < p. Then
the configuration becomes (v, p′, c¯′, 0) where c′[i] = c[i] − 1 for all newly opened
challenges i, that is to say i such that p′ ≤ i < p and c′[i] = c[i] for all other i.
At the configuration (v, p, c¯, 0), the player whose turn it is in the parity
game decides the successor position v′ of v and the configuration is updated to
(v′, p′, c¯′, 1) according to the priority i of v′ as follows:
– If i ≥ p then p′ = i+2 if i is even, p′ = i+1 otherwise. This indicates which
challenges have been met. Note that if all challenges are met, p = q + 2.
– For each j < i, the counter value cj is reset to n.
– If i is even and ci = 0, then the game ends immediately with a win for Even.
A play is a potentially infinite sequence of configurations starting at the ini-
tial configuration (vι, q + 2, (n, ..., n), 1), where vι is the initial position of the
parity game. An infinite play is winning for Even if the dominant priority on
the sequence of parity game positions is d but the game reaches infinitely many
configurations (v, p, c¯, 0) where p > d + 1. This is the case if d is even or if all
d+ 1 challenges set by Odd are either met or reset.
A strategy for Odd in a challenge game consists of two parts: a strategy which
dictates when to open challenges, and a regular parity-game strategy which dic-
tates his moves in the underlying parity game. Even only has a parity game
strategy. Both players’ strategies may of course depend on the challenge configu-
ration as well as the parity game configuration. Given a challenge-game strategy
for even σ, a challenging strategy γ for Odd induces a normal parity game strat-
egy σγ for Even which does not depend on the challenge configuration.
We first establish that the winning regions of the n-challenge games for Ψ
can be described by a Σµ2 formula Ψ
n.
Lemma 3. For all Ψ and finite n, there is a formula Ψn ∈ Σµ2 which holds in
M if and only if Even wins the n-challenge game on M× Ψ .
We prove this lemma by constructing the formula Ψn. For clarity, we will
describe the alternating parity automata on labelled transition systems (see ap-
pendix A) corresponding to Ψn. From [21], this is equivalent to describing a Lµ
formula.
Definition 8. Let A = (S, si, δ, Ω) be the alternating parity automaton for Ψ .
We build the automata An for Ψn using distinct copies of A for each possible
challenge configuration (p, c¯). For each even priority p or q + 2, and counter
values c¯ ∈ [n]Ie , the copy A(p, c¯) of A corresponds to p being the least significant
open priority and the counter values being c¯. These components will then be
combined into the automaton An.
A(p, c) = (S(p,c), s
(p,c)
i , δ
(p,c), Ω(p,c)) is based on A using copies S(p,c), s
(p,c)
i
and S(p,c) of S, si and δ respectively. The priority function is given by Ω
(p,c):
– If Ω(s) ≥ p− 1 then Ω(p,c)(s) = 1;
– If Ω(s) < p− 1 then Ω(p,c)(s) = 0;
The components A(p, c) are linked in An = (Sn, sni , δ
n, Ωn) consisting of:
– The disjunct union of all component state spaces: Sn =
⊎
p∈Ie,c∈[m]Ie
S(p,c);
– The initial state sni = s
(q+2,n¯)
i of the component A(q + 2, n¯);
– Ωn defined by Ωn(s) = Ω(p,c)(s) for p, c such that s is a state of the compo-
nent A(p, c);
– For states s in A(p, c¯) of original priority j ≥ p, let δn(s, A) = ⊤ if cj =
0. This corresponds to Even having met all n challenges. Otherwise, let
δn(s, A) = s′ such that: s′ is the copy of s in A(k, c¯′) where k = j + 2 if
j is even and k = j + 1 otherwise, and c¯′[i] = n for i < j and c¯′[i] = c¯[i] for
other i. This corresponds to the open j-challenge being met and all counters
below j being reset.
For every state s in A(p, c) with original priority j < p, if K is the set of
even priorities smaller than p such that c¯[k] > 0, let δn(s, P ) be δ(p,c)(s, P )∧∧
k∈K sk where sk is the copy of s in A(k, c¯
′), and c¯′[i] = c¯[i]− 1 for i such
that k ≤ i < p and c¯′[i] = c¯[i] otherwise. In other words, Odd can open
challenges below p if their counter-values are non-zero, by moving to the
component A(k, c¯′) which reflects the new challenge configuration.
Proof. The automaton described in Definition 8 only has priorities 0 and 1 and
therefore the corresponding formula Ψn, is in Σµ2 . It therefore suffices to check
that this automaton indeed describes the winning regions of the challenge game.
A game in An maps to a game in A, augmented with challenge configu-
rations (p, c¯) at each state, according to the component a state is played in.
Transitions between components account for challenges being opened, met, and
reset according to the rules of the game.
Let us check that Ωn implements the winning conditions of the challenge
game. Opening challenges in An makes the play move to lower components
A(p, c), as measured by p; seeing high original priorities makes the play move
up to higher components. If the dominant original priority d is even, then even-
tually the play can no longer move up to components A(p′, c′) with p′ > d from
components A(p, c) where p < p′. Such plays eventually settle into some A(p, c)
where p > d. Such a play is winning for Even: it eventually only sees priority 0.
If d is odd, then Even wins only if the play settles into some A(p, c) where
p > d + 1 since those are the components in which d and lower priorities are
replaced with 0 – this corresponds to Odd eventually not opening the challenge
on d+ 1 after it has been met, causing him to lose. If the minimum challenged
priority never settles, this means the highest original priority d seen infinitely
often is odd and that a d+1-challenge is not met – that is to say, Odd wins the
challenge game. In An such a play is also winning for Odd since resetting and
meeting challenges corresponds to seeing priority 1.
Therefore the automaton only accepts parity games in which Even wins the
n-challenge game.
Next we prove our core theorem, reducing the decidability of Σµ2 to a bound-
edness criterion.
Theorem 1. If a disjunctive formula Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 , then there is a
finite n such that Ψ ⇔ Ψn.
Proof. Assume that Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 , i.e. equivalent to some Φ of index
{1, 0}, and that for all n, Ψ < Ψn. Fix n to be larger than 2|Ψ |+|Φ|. There is a
structureM, such that Odd wins the parity gameM× Ψ but Even wins the n-
challenge game onM×Ψ . W.l.o.g, takeM to be finitely branching. The overall
structure of this proof is to first use a winning strategy τ for Odd in M× Φ to
define a challenging strategy γ for him in the n-challenge game onM×Ψ (Part
I). We then use Even’s winning strategy σ to add back edges to M (Part II),
turning it into a new structure M′ which preserves Odd’s winning strategy τ
in M′ × Φ while turning σγ into a winning strategy in M
′ × Ψ (Part III). This
contradicts the equivalence of Φ and Ψ .
Part I. Let τ be Odd’s winning strategy in M × Φ. Since M is finitely
branching, for any node v reachable via τ , there is a finite bound i such that any
play that agrees with τ sees 1 within i modal steps of any position v × α that
it reaches (König’s Lemma). For a branch b ofM, on which τ reaches a node v,
indicate by next(b, v) the ith node on b from v. This node has the property that
any play on the branch b agreeing with τ must see a 1 between v and next(b, v).
If τ does not agree with any plays on the branch b, then let next(b, v) be a
node on b which τ does not reach.
Now consider the n-challenge game onM×Ψ . Let Odd’s challenging strategy
γ be: to open all challenges at the start of the game, and whenever its counter is
reset; if a challenge for a priority i is met at v, and its counter ci is not at 0, to
open the next challenge when the play reaches a node next(b, v) for any branch
b, unless the counter is reset before then (i.e. a higher priority is seen).
Part II. Even wins the n-challenge game onM×Ψ , so let σ be her winning
strategy. Recall that σγ is an Even’s strategy for Ψ up to the point where an n
th
challenge in the original challenge game is met, and undefined thereafter. Since
Ψ is disjunctive, we can adjust M into a bisimilar structure in which the pure
parity game strategy σγ is well-behaved wherever it is defined – it reaches each
position of M at either one subformula, or none.
The strategy σγ is winning in the challenge game against any strategy for
Odd which uses the challenging strategy γ. Since Odd always eventually opens
the next challenge, the only way for him to lose is that the play reaches a position
of priority p when cp = 0. Thus, every play is finite.
Since σγ is well-behaved, each branch carries at most one play. For every
branch b the finite play it may carry must end in a long streak in which the
highest priority seen is some even p, and it is seen at least n times, corresponding
to every instance of Even meeting a p-challenge. As long as n is sufficiently large,
on every such branch there are two nodes v and its descendant w, at which Odd
opens challenges on p, which agree on the set of subformulas that σγ reaches there
in M× Ψ and that τ reaches there in M× Φ. We now consider the structure
M′, which is asM except that the predecessor of each w-node has an edge to v
instead. The strategies σγ and τ transfer in the obvious way to M
′.
Part III. We now claim that τ is winning in M′×Φ and that σγ is winning
in M′ × Ψ . Starting with σγ , consider plays that do not go through back edges
infinitely often. On these the dominant priority is even, as in the challenge game
on M× Ψ . Any play in M× Ψ that agrees with σγ which sees both v and w
is dominated by an even priority between v and w. Then, as the w and v agree
on which subformula σγ reaches them at, an even priority dominates any play
that goes through back edges in M′ × Ψ infinitely many times. The strategy σγ
is therefore winning in M′ × Ψ .
Now onto τ inM′×Φ. If a branch is unchanged by the transformation, then
any play on it is still winning for τ , because such a play would be consistent
with τ in the original game. If a branch that τ plays on has been changed, then
consider inM the two nodes v and w at which the transformation is done. These
both are nodes at which Odd opens challenges according to γ, therefore, from
the definition of next and γ, the highest priority seen between them by any play
agreeing with τ is 1. Since v and w agree on which subformulas τ reaches them
at, any play in M′ × Φ which goes through a back-edge infinitely often sees 1
infinitely often and is therefore winning for Odd.
This contradicts the equivalence of Ψ and Φ. Therefore, if Ψ is semantically
in Σµ2 , then for all structures M the n-challenge game and the parity game on
M× Ψ have the same winner for n > 2|Φ|+|Ψ |.
Theorem 2. Let Ψ ∈ Lµ, and Ψd a disjunctive formula equivalent to Ψ . Then
Ψ is semantically in Σµ2 if and only if there is some finite n such that Ψ ⇔ Ψ
n
d .
4 Deciding Σµ
2
for Πµ
2
To complete the proof of the namesake result, it suffices to show that the param-
eter m from Theorem 2 can be bounded. If we restrict ourselves to disjunctive
Ψ ∈ Πµ2 , we argue that the tree-building game F from [13] extends to arbitrary
labelled transition systems and delivers such a bound.
Since the F game is already well-exposed in [13], and the adjustments to
cater for disjunctive Lµ and labelled transition systems are relatively straight-
forward but verbose, the technical bulk of this section, that is to say the proof
of Theorem 3, is left to the Appendix C. We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let Ψ ∈ Πµ2 be disjunctive. Then there is a constant K0 com-
putable from Ψ such that the following statements are equivalent:
a) There is some m such that Ψ ⇔ Ψm.
b) Ψ ⇔ ΨK0
Placing everything together, we obtain our final result.
Theorem 4. It is effectively decidable whether any given Πµ2 formula is equiv-
alent to a Σµ2 formula. By duality, it is also effectively decidable whether any
given Σµ2 formula is equivalent to a Π
µ
2 formula.
Proof. Given any Πµ2 formula Ψ , it can be effectively turned into a disjunctive
formula Ψd also inΠ
µ
2 (Lemma 2). Then, Theorem 2 yields that Ψd is semantically
in Σµ2 if and only if it is equivalent to Ψ
n
d for some n. From Theorem 3, Ψd ⇔ Ψ
n
d
if and only if Ψd ⇔ Ψ
K0
d where K0 is computable from Ψ via Ψd. Thus, Ψ is
semantically in Σµ2 if and only if Ψ ⇔ Ψ
K0
d if and only if Ψd ⇔ Ψ
K0
d .
Given any Σµ2 formula, it can also be decided whether it is equivalent to a
Π
µ
2 formula, via checking whether its negation is equivalent to a Σ
µ
2 formula.
5 Discussion
We have shown that given any Lµ formula in Π
µ
2 , it can be effectively decided
whether it is equivalent to a Σµ2 formula. This result is the Lµ-theoretic counter-
part of the decidability of weak definability of Büchi definable languages [12,13].
The core contribution is the reduction of the decidability of Σµ2 for arbitrary Lµ
formulas to deciding whether the n-challenge game is equivalent to the model-
checking parity game of a formula for any n. We obtain a family of parameterised
Σ
µ
2 formulas Ψ
n such that Ψ is in Σµ2 if an only if Ψ is equivalent to Ψ
n for some
n. Unfortunately, the second part of our proof, based on [13], is less general and
only admits input formulas in Πµ2 . If this could also be generalised to arbitrary
formulas, this would yield a decidability proof for Σµ2 .
The challenge game can be extended to constructions described by more
complex Lµ formulas – this may turn out to be the right way to characterize
higher alternation classes. However, for Theorem 1, if there are more than two
priorities at play, the different plays along one branch become less manageable
and it is not clear how they can inform a challenging strategy. Even when re-
stricted to disjunctive formulas, a new technique seems to be required. However,
the result of [11] which achieves this for non-deterministic automata on binary
trees justifies cautious optimism for the disjunctive case.
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Appendix A defines our automata notation. Appendix B proves that the
transformation into disjunctive from turns Πµ2 formulas into disjunctive Π
µ
2
formulas. Finally, Appendix C contains in detail the second part of our main
decidability proof, scetched in Section 4.
A Lµ automata
Lµ formulas are known to be equivalent to alternating parity automata [21] on
labelled transition systems. For notational purposes, we recap the definition of
alternating parity automata which match the syntax of Lµ used in this paper.
Definition 9. An alternating parity automaton is a tuple A = (Q, qi, δ, Ω)
where
– Q is a finite set of states;
– qi ∈ Q is the initial state;
– δ is a transition function which maps each state to a transition condition as
defined below;
– Ω : Q→ I is a priority function.
A transition condition is:
– ⊤,⊥;
– P,¬P for P ∈ Prop;
– q, [a]q, 〈a〉q for q ∈ Q and a ∈ Act;
– q ∨ q′, q ∧ q′ for q, q′ ∈ Q.
We assume the standard accepting condition and correspondence with Lµ
formulas on labelled transition systems. For further details, refer to [21].
In contrast, a non-deterministic automaton on labelled binary trees is a par-
ticular alternating parity automaton with a transition function restricted to
δ(s) =
∨
i
∧
j(qij , aij) where for each i the aij are pairwise different. Note that
since there is only one successor for each label, (qij , aij) is equivalent to both
[aij ]qij and 〈aij〉qij .
B Disjunctive form preserves Πµ
2
Recall that Lemma 2 states that given a Πµ2 formula, the transformation into
disjunctive form from [22] yields a disjunctive Πµ2 formula.
Proof. For full details of the transformation, see [22]. Given this transformation
of a formula into a tableau-equivalent disjunctive formula, the argument that it
preserves Πµ2 is relatively simple. Assume that a disjunctive formula Ψ is not in
Π
µ
2 and therefore has a cycle with a µ-bound fixpoint X which is more significant
than a ν-bound fixpoint Y . Consider a tableau-equivalent formula Φ.
Since the tableaus of Ψ and Φ are tableau equivalent, they agree on the parity
of infinite paths. In particular, any cycle dominated by a ν-bound Y according
to the tableau of Ψ is even, i.e., has no µ-traces in either tableau, while all paths
dominated by a µ-bound X according to the tableau of Ψ have a µ-trace in both
tableaus. We consider a cycle piX which, in the tableau of Ψ , is dominated by
a µ-bound X but sees a cycle dominated by a ν-bound Y many times – say n
times – without seeing a more significant fixpoint in between. Choose such a
path for n larger than the largest label in the tableau of Φ. This ascertains that
any trace, in particular any µ-trace in the tableau of Φ, on piX reaches the node
labelled by Y twice at the same subformula α while it goes through the Y -cycle
n times. The highest priority p such a trace sees between the two instances of α
has to be even, since the Y -cycle is even. However if the trace is a µ-trace, as at
least one trace on piX must be in the tableau of Φ, then it has to be dominated
by an odd priority that must therefore be more significant than p. Such traces
do not exist in the tableaus of Πµ2 formulas, so Φ is not Π
µ
2 .
Therefore, any Πµ2 formula is only tableau equivalent to disjunctive Π
µ
2 for-
mulas.
C Proof of Theorem 3
This section aims to prove that given a disjunctive Ψ ∈ Πµ2 , there is a constant
K0 computable from Ψ such that the following statements are equivalent:
a) There is some m such that Ψ ⇔ Ψm.
b) Ψ ⇔ ΨK0
To do so, we extend the F -game introduced in [13] to the Lµ setting and
show that Even wins F(n) if and only if Ψ < Ψn. The proof of decidability for
F follows [13] closely.
Let Ψ be a formula in disjunctive form, of index I = {2, 1}. Fix Ψ¯ , the
negation of Ψ in disjunctive form (it may have a different index from Ψ). We
defined the challenge game for arbitrary Lµ formulas; however, when restricted
to Πµ2 , there is only one challenge. A binary state {open ,met} and one counter
suffice to represent the challenge configuration.
Definition 10. A position (S, φ, κ, r) of F(β) for β ∈ ω + 1 (natural numbers
and ω) is:
– S a set of active states consisting of pairs (f, p) where f ∈ sf (Ψ) and p ∈
{open,met}.
– φ ∈ sf (Ψ¯);
– κ : S → (β + 1) a function that assigns to each active state a counter value.
– r ∈ {0, 1} a sub-round number.
The initial position is ({(Ψ, q+2)}, Ψ¯ , κ, 0) where κ(Ψ, q+2) = β. Then, following
[13], we define multi-transitions.
Definition 11. A multi-transition from a position (S, φ, κ, r) to (S′, φ′, κ′, r′)
consists of:
– The pre- and post-states (S, φ, κ, r) and (S′, φ′, κ′, r′) where r′ = r+1 mod 2;
– a set e of edges from the active states in S to the active states in S′;
– a set e¯ ⊆ e of boldfaced edges, where exactly one ends at each (f, p) ∈ S′
The intention of the game F(n) is to let Even win iff there is a model for
Ψ¯ ∧Ψn. The positions can be seen as attempts to build a branch of such a model,
including witnesses for Ψ¯ and tracking potential opened challenges for Ψn. Dur-
ing round 0, the Odd player can restrict what challenges he may open. Then,
in round 1, Even decides on the propositional variables true in the current state
and a finite set of successor states. She also extends her strategies on Ψ and Ψ¯
to those successors. Odd then chooses a successor, which induces a new set of
active states. Since the same active state may be reached from more than one
predecessor state, he also specifies boldfaced edges to each new active state. The
challenge-configuration is updated to reflect any challenges met or reset on the
traces along boldfaced edges.
More formally, if the current configuration is (S, φ, κ, r), then the players
construct a multi-transition to a new configuration in the following ways:
– (R0) r = 0. Odd chooses a set C of pairs (f, open) such that (f,met) ∈ S,
and κ(f, p) > 0. The new active states are then S′ = S ∪ C and Odd must
specify with a bold-faced edge a predecessor (f, p) ∈ S for each (f, p′) ∈ S′.
This predecessor must satisfy κ(f, p) > 0. For each such new state (f, open)
with predecessor (f,met), set κ′(f, p′) = κ(f, p)− 1 if β 6= ω; if β = ω then
κ is always the constant ω. The new configuration is (S′, φ, κ′, 1).
– (R1) r = 1. Even chooses:
(i) a set of propositional variables P ,
(ii) a set of successors Na = {s0, ..., sn} for each action s ∈ Act no larger
than |Ψ |+ |Ψ¯ |,
(iii) a next Odd-choice formula Aφ∧
∧
a∈Act
a
−→Ba of φ where Aφ respects P ,
(iv) a surjection g a−→Ba
: Na → Ba for each a ∈ Act ,
(v) a set D consisting of a pair (f ′, p′) for every (f, p) ∈ S where f ′ is a next
Odd-choice formula f ′ = Af ∧
∧
a∈Act
a
−→Ba such that Af respects P , and if
the trace from f to f ′ sees 2, then p′ = met , otherwise p′ = p.
(vi) for each chosen (f ′, p′), where f ′ = Af ∧
∧
a∈Act
a
−→Ba a surjection
g(f ′,p′),a : Na → Ba for each a ∈ Act .
Odd responds by choosing s′ out of the successors. This induces a new set of
active states: if s′ is an a-successor, the set S′ consisting of (g(f,p),a(s
′), p′) for
each (f, p) ∈ D such that if 2 is seen on the trace from f to g(f,p),a(s
′) then
p′ = met , else p′ = p. The edges are ((f, p), (f ′′, p′′) such that Even chooses
(f ′, p′) at (v) from (f, p), g(f ′,p′),a(s
′) = f ′′, and p′′ if met or p′ accorsing to
whether a ν-bound variable is seen in between. Finally, Odd also chooses for
each (f ′, p′) ∈ S′ a predecessor (f, p) ∈ S to make the edge ((f, p), (f ′, p′))
bold-faced. The new configuration is then (S′, g a−→Ba
(s′), κ′, 0).
A play is an infinite sequence of game configurations, linked by multi-transitions.
These multi-transitions differ slightly from [13] to reflect the different context.
A play carries one Ψ¯ -trace and one or several Ψ challenge traces, some of which
are bold-faced. Even wins a play if
a) for every infinite Ψ -challenge trace Even meets every challenge opened by
Odd, and
b) at least one of the following is true:
I) on some boldfaced trace, infinitely many challenges are opened and met,
or
II) the Ψ¯ trace is winning for Even.
If Even wins F(n) with conditions a) and b II), this will give rise to a model
of Ψ¯ ∧ Ψn. Conditions a) and b I) can only be satisfied in Fω and serve as tool
to establish who will win F(n) for large n.
Lemma 4. For finite n, Even wins the F(n) game if and only if Ψ < Ψn.
Proof. First assume that Even wins F(n) for some finite n. We consider the
following family of strategies for Odd in F(n): at round 0, he chooses C to
include every pair (f, p′) such that (f, p) ∈ S and κ(f, p) > 0. That is to say,
he allows himself to set challenges whenever the counter values permit it. This
means that in the structure we build, Even will have to have a strategy against
all possible challenging strategies. He also chooses a bold-faced edge inducing
the largest κ.
This defines Odd’s strategy apart from the choice of direction. Such a partial
strategy, combined with Even’s winning strategy σ in F(n) induces a structure
M. Even’s winning strategy σ in F(n) induces a strategy in the n-challenge game
M× Ψ . From the winning condition a) of F(n), every play in M× Ψn which
agrees with this strategy must be winning for Even. On the other hand, Odd’s
challenging strategy does not open infinitely many challenges on any boldfaced
trace. Thus, b II) holds, and Even’s strategy in M× Ψ¯ induced by σ must be
winning. Odd therefore wins M× Ψ .
For the other direction assume that there is a structure M such that Odd
wins M× Ψ but Even wins the n-challenge game on the same arena with a
strategy σ. Let M and σ be such that for each Even’s strategies σγ , for all
challenging strategies γ, in M× Ψ the strategy only agrees with one play per
branch; let the same be true for the winning strategy σ¯ inM×Ψ¯ . This is possible
due to both Ψ and Ψ¯ being in disjunctive form.
Her strategy in F(n) is to build M. At each game configuration, she keeps
track of the state v in M that it corresponds to. At (S, φ, κ, 1) she then plays:
– the set of propositional variables at v and the sets Na of a-successors of v;
– the set D of pairs (f ′, p′) for each (f, p) ∈ S such that f ′ is the next Odd-
choice formula of f which her winning strategy plays at v × f if the current
challenging configuration is p with counter value κ(f, p); p′ = p if no 2 is
seen along these steps, otherwise p′ = met ;
– for each (f, p) ∈ D and a ∈ Act , the surjection g(f ′,p),a which map each
a-successor v′ to the unique immediate subformula b of f such that σ plays
v′ × b from v × f when the challenge configuration is p with counter κ(f, p)
– the next Odd-choice formula φ′ her winning strategy σ¯ in M× Ψ¯ plays at
v × φ;
– for the Odd-choice formula φ′ of Ψ¯ , the surjections gφ,a which map each
a-successor v′ to the unique subformula φ′′ such that σ¯ plays v′ × φ′′ from
v × φ′.
The Ψ -traces in any play that agrees with this strategy correspond to plays
agreeing with σ, which guarantees that the F(n)-play satisfies the winning con-
dition (a). The Ψ¯ trace corresponds to a play that agrees with σ¯, satisfying the
winning condition (b II).
It then remains to be shown that Even wins F(ω) if and only if she wins
F(n) for all n and that the winner of F(ω) is decidable.
Lemma 5. There is a finite value K0, computable from Ψ and Ψ¯ , such that
Even wins F(ω) if and only if she wins F(K0).
Proof. First, note that if Odd wins F(ω), he can win with a strategy which in
round 0 chooses C to be the empty set whenever S contains an active state
(f, open). In other words, Odd can always wait that all traces meet opened
challenges to open a new challenge. Let such a strategy be called patient. Note
that F(ω) is a finite game with a regular winning condition. Its winner therefore
has a finite memory winning strategy. Suppose that Odd wins the game. Let M
be the size of the memory of Odd’s patient winning finite memory strategy τ in
F(ω). Let K0 be the product of M , the number of configurations of F(ω) and
the set of possible active states.
We argue that τ is a winning strategy in F(K0). First, we have to show that
it is a valid strategy, i.e., Odd never tries to open a challenge with an empty
counter. This could only occur if some bold-faced trace opened K0 challenges. If
that was the case then, K0 being very large and Odd’s memory being only M ,
there would be a looping fragment along this play in which on a boldfaced trace
a challenge is both opened and met. Following this boldfaced trace, a challenge
would be open and met infinitely often. Furthermore, since τ is patient, winning
condition (a) would also hold, since Odd only opens challenges when all traces
are in the met state. This contradicts the assumption that τ is winning in F(ω).
We then argue that if Odd plays using τ , this is a winning strategy for Odd in
F(K0). Counting challenges does not affect the first winning condition whereby
if Even is to win, in every infinite trace, Even must meet every challenge. So
if a play that agrees with τ is winning for Odd in F(ω) because on some trace
Even fails to meet some challenge, then the same is true in F(K0). Furthermore,
as argued above, τ does not open more that K0 challenges, so in no play does
condition (b I) hold. Finally, condition (b II) is not affected by the addition of
counters and inherits the winner from the F(ω) game. As a result, τ is winning
in F(K0).
In the case that Even wins the F(ω) game, note that a winning strategy for
Even in F(ω) is a winning strategy in any F(n) for finite n. In particular, she
would win F(K0).
Corollary 1. Even wins F(ω) if and only if she wins F(n) for all n.
Theorem 3. Let Ψ ∈ Πµ2 be disjunctive. Then there is a constant K0 com-
putable from Ψ such that the following statements are equivalent:
a) There is some m such that Ψ ⇔ Ψm.
b) Ψ ⇔ ΨK0
Proof. We only need to show that the first statement implies the second one.
Let Ψ be a disjunctive formula in Πµ2 such that the first statement holds true.
Lemma 4 yields that Ψ < Ψn if and only if Even wins F(n). From Lemma 5
and Corollary 1, this is true for all n if and only if she wins F(K0), where K0
depends only on Ψ . However, the first statement implies that Even loses F(K0).
Thus, Odd wins F(K0), implying Ψ ⇔ Ψ
K0 by Lemma 4.
